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INTRODUCTION 

1 My name is Bradley Graham Cadwallader. I am a self-employed 

consultant arborist, based in Nelson. I have been in this role since 2006. 

2 I filed a further brief of evidence dated 29 July 2016 in relation to the 

responses of private re-scheduled tree owners and the Christchurch City 

Council’s 26 July 2016 “red-line” version of Chapter 9.4 of the proposed 

Replacement District Plan.  

3 My qualifications, expertise and experience and the previous evidence I 

have filed are as set out in those briefs. 

4 I am authorised to provide this rebuttal evidence on behalf of the 

Christchurch Civic Trust and aligned submitters. This rebuttal evidence 

addresses the evidence of: 

 For the Christchurch City Council:  4.1

 Mr Shane Moohan 4.1.1

 Mr Ed Sard. 4.1.2

 Mr Alan Matheson with respect to the tree 4.1.3

assessment thresholds 

 For the other submitters: 4.2

 Jan Raoni Hammer (Westall) – 140 Glandovey Rd 4.2.1

 Mark A Hooper (Bennet) – 80a Lake Terrace Rd 4.2.2

 John Thornton 4.2.3

 Michael Ostash 4.2.4

5 I continue to undertake to adhere to the Expert Witness Practice Note as 

identified in my previous briefs of evidence.   
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CTEM METHODOLOGY 

Evidence of Mr Shane Moohan 

6 My response chiefly concerns the increase in criteria threshold from the 

Mediated Agreement (MA) reached between Council and Christchurch 

Civic Trust and Others. Mr Moohan now supports an increase in the 

‘Health’ and ‘Shape’ criteria (3.2 & 5.5). 

7 I do not resile from my evidence in chief regarding the problems I saw with 

the initial assessment methodology. Mr Moohan supports (4.1) Rob 

Graham’s evidence, but Mr Graham's only response to my evidence was 

"that the method was easy to apply and understand". I retain my view that 

there are fundamental flaws in CTEM especially with the three 

assessment criteria termed Health, Shape and Service Life, which require 

the solution reached through the mediated agreement and do not permit 

the increase of the thresholds agreed in that agreement.   

8 Although I understand that the raised thresholds supported by Mr Moohan 

are now only to be applied to the trees for which responses have been 

received seeking their de-listing, this does not make it any more 

appropriate.  I have therefore had to address why those changes are 

inappropriate from an arboricultural perspective.  

Health 

9 Mr Moohan supports raising the threshold of Health to 70 (5.2). My EiC 

(81) states that tree health is very dynamic as trees constantly adapt 

between periods of difficult and optimal external conditions. Trees cannot 

be assessed for a level of health against something that has been termed 

‘Representative of the Species’ with an added level of ‘decline’ used in the 

descriptors (CTEM rating shown below). This is unique to CTEM and 

there is no established authoritative reference that can be found for its 

origin, use or application that I am aware of in a proven tree assessment 

methodology.  
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10 There is no such thing as a level of health that represents a species . Mr 

Moohan suggests that trees can be above and below this ‘Representative 

level’ and that all trees are at some level of ‘decline’. A tree can be under 

stress but it does not mean that it is decline. To know if a tree is in decline 

you will need to have an earlier comparative reference point to make this 

judgement, in order to know whether it is improving or not. For example, 

the 300 Stanmore elm has improved dramatically since it was assessed to 

be ‘declining’ in health in 2012. 

11 In 5.2 Mr Moohan states:  

“The difference between the trees that have fair health and good health is 

the percentage of the tree canopy that is in decline. The percentage of 

decline for a fair tree will determine whether it is at the higher end of fair 

i.e. just below good, middle of the range, or at the lower end of fair i.e. just 

above poor. This is assessed on a tree by tree basis.”  

 

12 Nevertheless, under CTEM there are 437 trees all in the same ‘Fair’ 

category, with exactly the same score, and there is no way of knowing 

from that figure which trees are at the top of the range or those that are at 

the bottom. 

 

13 I agree that tree health can range from very poor to very good and that 

canopy % cover can be used as an  indicator of tree ‘health’; however the 

question should be, at what level of health should a tree be to be 

considered fit enough to remain a scheduled tree? 

14 I am not sure how Mr Moohan can say in paragraph 5.8 (making reference 

to the mortality spiral diagram) that ‘the  trees  that  have  been  assessed  

as  fair health  will  sit  somewhere in between “stressed” and “declining”' if 

he has not seen the trees. Only tree assessors like Mr Sard who has 
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assessed over 40% of the trees could make that judgement. In my view, 

having managed large populations of heritage trees directly in the field for 

other local authorities, I would observe that the vast majority of trees that 

have endured in the landscape over a period of 25 years or so tend to 

oscillate between stressed and healthy. The many images in Mr Ostash’s 

evidence show the Christchurch city trees to be in an acceptable state of 

health.  

15 Another concerning aspect are assessor comments such as “Health is 

questionable as leaves have not fully bloomed due to spring time” (EiC 

83). Many of the factors that Mr Moohan identifies in 5.4 are simply not 

able to be assessed when trees don’t have their leaves on.  

16 Mr Moohan states tree health is managed by the application of fertilisers, 

insecticides and pesticides and that this places a burden on tree owners. 

In 30 years of managing trees I have never applied fertiliser, an insecticide 

or pesticide on a tree. Aside from pruning, mulch and protecting them from 

harmful activities they typically look after themselves. The 150 year old 

Wellingtonia at 34 Governors Bay Teddington Road that has a health 

score of 50 could live a further 150 years, in my view, despite the 

challenging conditions it lives in. 

17 On the basis of the above and to reinforce concerns raised in my original 

EiC, I continue to support the Mediated Agreement to set the threshold 

level for ‘Health’ at 50 points (Fair) and above. 

Shape 

18 Mr Moohan supports raising the shape threshold (5.2). As discussed in my 

EiC (74.1) there is no documented ‘ideal’ shape for a tree. He says “shape 

is an assessment of how the tree would naturally grow” (5.22). This 

assessment of tree ‘Shape’ is also unique to CTEM (shown below). I have 

consulted widely throughout the tree care industry with many senior 

arboricultural colleagues who consider that it does not make sense to 

assess a tree in this way (as below), especially in urban environments 

where tree shapes are typically highly modified to accommodate human 

beings, unless there is a sudden change of shape or major asymmetry in 

the canopy which could affect structural performance of the canopy. This 

latter assessment would be included in the ‘Structure’ assessment.  
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19 There is no normal shape for a tree. In my view, a full canopied open-

grown tree is no more or less ‘true to form’ or more 'normal' than a 

woodland growing tree that has lateral branches suppressed by the close 

proximity of other trees.  Nor is a young tree any more 'normal' than an old 

tree. Even old trees transition in shape over time as can be seen below. 

This tree started out looking like the 2009 image, a 100 or more years 

prior to the 1910 image. There is no 'normal'. 

 

 

20 The very fine Purau Station bunya pine is a typical example of a very old 

specimen (EiC Appendix A image 5) yet it has been assessed at 30 points 

(fair). This is a normal 150 year old tree yet the assessment rates it as not 

'normal'. 

21 To the best of my knowledge, although the 'Shape' criterion has been in 

use at Christchurch City Council (Council) since approximately 2008, this 

is the first time that the protected trees have been assessed for exclusion 

using this criterion. It is also the first time CTEM has been used. 

Scheduled trees had all previously been assessed with “Walters Method”.  
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22 Mr Moohan states that “Manicured” trees may, however, be eligible for 

Exceptional Values as a landscape feature"(5.22). However, only 17 of 

the 1623 trees had landscape assessments carried out (EiC 126). 

23 On the basis of the above and to reinforce the concerns raised in my EiC I 

continue to support the Mediated Agreement to set the threshold level for 

‘Shape’ at 30 points (Poor) and above, while remaining reluctant to accept 

‘Shape’ as a valid criterion.  

24 I oppose Mr Moohan’s recommendation to remove all trees that do not 

meet the amended thresholds (8.1) and continue to support the Mediated 

Agreement for the reasons set out above, in my original Evidence in Chief 

and in my Supplementary Evidence of 29 July. 

Service Life 

25 Mr Moohan references the ‘Service life’ of trees and that it can be directly 

related to tree health (5.14 – 5.15). It was agreed with Mr Graham in 

mediation that this was highly subjective and difficult if not impossible to 

measure.  

26 I agree with Mr Moohan (5.25) that the ‘Structure’ threshold should remain 

at 50 points (Fair), largely for the reasons set out in his evidence. 

Evidence of Mr Alan Matheson 

27 Mr Matheson outlines a range of six options to adjusting the three criteria 

(Structure, Health and Shape) to determine what trees would qualify for 

inclusion proposed schedule (7.3 a-f). 

28 I have covered my general concerns about the CTEM methodology at 

length in my EiC and hold with the opinion that Option 1 does not address 

these concerns. I continue to support Option 2, the Mediated Agreement 

as a solution to address these concerns.  

29 I am fundamentally opposed to the evaluation of a tree’s ‘Shape’ being 

used to determine a tree’s significance and therefore do not support 

Option 3 which would  increases this criteria. I reluctantly agreed to the 

inclusion of 30 points and above for shape in the Mediated Agreement but 

retained my serious concerns about its inclusion. 

30 Mr Matheson notes in 7.8 that; 
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“…..over six months has elapsed since that mediated agreement, and to 

the best of my knowledge, none of the reviews undertaken by Council or 

submitters of specific trees or the schedule have highlighted  any ‘poor’ 

shape trees with these values that would  warrant  them being retained on 

the schedule”. 

 

On the contrary. There a many trees that have been assessed as single 

trees that are contained in groups that have been excluded from the 

schedule because of a poor ‘Shape’ score. These trees should have been 

assessed as ‘Groups’ which the s.32 states (4.3.1) ‘that groups of trees 

were not assessed for being “misshapen”’. The 60 Glandovey lime tree 

avenue are such trees that have been score ‘Poor’ for shape when they 

are clearly a group and should have been assessed as such.  There are 

many trees at 151 Cashmere Road that have scores of 30 having been 

assessed as individuals that also form groups of trees. 

 

31 I agree with Mr Moohan and do not support Options 4 and 6. 

32 I do not support Option 5 as this still does not address the concerns that I 

have raised in my EiC about the CTEM approach to assessing ‘Health’ 

and ‘Shape’. 

33 The table shown at 7.4 simply appear to be to be an exercise in playing 

with criteria levels to arrive and different outcomes at the expense of 

focusing on individual trees and their significant or exceptional values.  

Evidence of Mr Blake 

34 I have also read Mr Blake’s valuation evidence.  I note that at paragraph 

3.2 he states ways in which trees can have adverse effects on the use 

and amenity of properties and therefore also on their value.  I am not an 

expert on property value, so I cannot comment on whether he is right 

about the value issue.  However, I do wish to note that with the exception 

of a badly maintained tree of fair condition, which may have a marginally 

higher risk of losing branches (which can be addressed easily by 

preventive pruning), there is no real correlation between the health or 

shape changes Mr Moohan supports and the adverse effects listed by Mr 

Blake. For example, if anything, a tree with a lower score for shape is 

likely to cause less undesirable shading than one with a high score for 

shape.  The same would apply for loss of view and outlook.  By way of 

another example, there is nothing to suggest that a tree with a fair health 
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score will have a greater potential impact on subdivision, reconfiguration 

of boundaries or interference with drains than one with a high structure 

score.  These examples make the point for all these effects; raising the 

shape or structure thresholds will not assist in identifying trees that will 

have a greater adverse effect on property use and amenity.   

SHADE AND DEBRIS 

Evidence of Mr Shane Moohan 

 

35 Types of debris nuisance are listed at 7.10, while how these are often 

managed is at 7.13. However, I believe the real question is whether the 

debris or nuisance can reasonably be remedied or mitigated by 

arboricultural and/or property management means.  

36 Solutions to managing issues of nuisance identified during the 

assessment of trees were recorded in the CTEM spreadsheet, e.g. ‘Debris 

- rake up. Prune - crown lift as required to maintain height clearance over 

adjacent garage. Prune - remove deadwood. As can be seen in Appendix 

A to Mr Sard's evidence, the tree assessors were also asked if there was 

an ‘Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/Medical Solution Available Y/N’ 

when a nuisance was observed. There were only 180 instances where the 

tree assessor did not believe there was a solution, i.e. they entered "no" in 

response to this question. 

Solar Studies 

37 It is unclear who carried out the solar studies, and if a site visit was carried 

out as part of this assessment, and whether the factors addressed in 7.7 

where considered. It is unclear whether, or to what extent, 

counterbalancing factors such as trees providing significant cooling 

benefits in hot periods of the year were also considered.  The age and 

style of dwelling contribute significantly to the issue maintain warm houses 

during cold periods. 

38 T777: Fagus sylvatica – European Beech, 416 Ilam Road – I agree that 

this tree remains on the schedule having reviewed Mr Sard’s assessment 

notes and having reviewed the results of the solar study in Mr Moohan’s 

evidence. 
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39 T1088: Quercus robur - English Oak, 35 Rossall Street; I Oppose 

removing this tree from the schedule as I consider that the tree is situated 

a good distance from the house and that there are well established and 

successful pruning options that could reduce shading and control the 

continuing growth of the tree .  

40 T1114: Eriobotrya japonica – Loquat, 123A Sparks Road; – I agree that 

this tree be retained on the schedule having reviewed Mr Sard’s 

assessment notes and having reviewed the results of the solar study in Mr 

Moohan’s evidence. 

41 T975: Ulmus glabra Camperdownii – Camperdown Elm, 92 Opawa Road; 

– I agree that this tree remain on the schedule having reviewed Mr Sard’s 

assessment notes and having reviewed the results of the solar study in Mr 

Moohan’s evidence. 

42 T976: Platanus acerifolia – London Plane, 94 Opawa Road; I Oppose 

removing this tree from the schedule as I consider that the tree is situated 

a good distance from the house and that there are pruning options that 

could reduce shading and control the continuing growth of the tree.  

43 T965: Corynocarpus laevigatus – Karaka, 62 Nayland Street. I do not 

oppose that this tree is removed from the schedule due to the evergreen 

nature of the tree due and its proximity to the dwelling. I also support the 

recommendation of Mr Moohan’s assessment of the solar study .  

Cost of Tree Maintenance  

44 I agree that tree owners are responsible for maintaining their trees (7.15 – 

7.16) and that Council has tree maintenance fund of $14,000 per annum 

to provide limited assistance (7.18) but there is no mention that resource 

consent applications are free for safety and/or work beneficial to the tree. I 

note however that it is addressed in the evidence of Mr Thornton (3600). 

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC TREE COMMENTS 

Exceptional Values 

45 I support the inclusion of trees with exceptional values shown at 9.1, 

including the 300 Stanmore elm with the addition of the avenue of limes at 

60 Glandovey Road and the Purau Station trees. The 34Governors Bay 

Teddington Road Sequoiadendron giganteum Wellingtonia should also be 
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included in this list (EiC Appendix A Image 7) as agreed through 

mediation in 2015. (What about Di's limes?) 

46 I support the inclusion of the trees shown in the table at 9.4. 

47 I also support the inclusion of Mr Sard’s assessed trees shown in the table 

at 9.5 however I note that they are not all referenced including T492; 497; 

485, and T482 (Name trees as well if have time.) 

No concerns by landowners 

48 Church Property Trustees. I support the inclusion of the trees shown in 9.6 

however Mr Moohan’s evidence is confusing as many of these that appear 

to be included are excluded on Appendix D because they don't meet the 

new criteria. I support the inclusion of all trees that meet the Mediated 

Agreement. 

49  T1123 – Rhododendron, 110 Sullivan Avenue. I do not oppose the 

removal of this trees from the proposed schedule of significant trees.  

50  T968: Ulmus glabra Camperdownii – Camperdown Elm 85 North Avon 

Road I oppose the removal of this tree on the basis of their being no 

evidential basis for removal and that it meets CTEM and the MA  with 

70/70/70. 

51 GROUP: TG19: Liriodendron tulipifera – Tulip Tree (1 Wood Lane). I 

support the retention of this tree on the proposed schedule of significant 

trees. Mr Moohan recommends this; Ms Moore considers the group 

significant in the landscape and they meet the MA with 50/70/50. However 

Mr Matheson excludes them from the schedule although it is not clear on 

what evidential basis.  

52 32 Linwood Avenue - T890: Ulmus glabra Horizontalis – Horizontal Elm, 

T891: Ulmus glabra – Wych Elm, T892: Juglans regia – Common Walnut 

Mr Moohan states "I recommend that these trees (T890: Ulmus glabra 

Horizontalis – Horizontal Elm, T891: Ulmus glabra – Wych Elm, T892: 

Juglans regia – Common Walnut) are included in the proposed Schedule 

of Significant Trees in the pRDP because there is no evidence that the 

trees will affect the rebuild or conflict with services or access ." 
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However Appendix. 4 recommends the removal of T891: Ulmus glabra – 

Wych Elm, T892: Juglans regia – Common Walnut for new thresholds; no 

exceptional values are recorded despite the site being listed in OCDP 

therefore exceptional assessment is appropriate. They meet the MA and I 

support Mr Moohan’s recommendation. 

 

53 43 Innes Rd: Pin Oak, T779: Tilia x europaea - Common Lime, T780 

Mr Moohan notes "I recommend that these trees are included in the 

proposed Schedule of Significant Trees in the pRDP."  

 

No reason is given, but I support this in principle in the absence of 

evidence I support this n principle on the basis of the Mediated 

Agreement, but note that T779 is a Tilia x europaea.  

 

54 T408, T409, T410 and T411 andT412 - 245 Antigua St (in error shown as 

1 Lincoln Rd). Consent has been granted to fell all but T412. This has 

been accepted on Ms Lowe's Appendix 1. 

55 GROUP: TG7: Pittosporum eugenioides – Lemonwood 87 Brockworth 

Place 

Mr Moohan notes "In the absence of evidence to the contrary I 

recommend that these trees (TG7) are included in the proposed Schedule 

of Significant Trees in the pRDP." 

 

56 I also note that although the trees are shown excluded by virtue of the 

adjusted thresholds, they are recorded as having exceptional cultural 

value. Without an exceptional assessment or further information from 

Council's records regarding the original listing, I agree with the 

recommendation of Mr Moohan.  

 

57 133 Centaurus Road: T503: Ulmus procera – English Elm. Mr Moohan 

recommends retention with no reasons given.  In light of there being no 

evidential basis for removal and the tree meet CTEM and the MA 70/70/50 

I support retention.  

58 29a Snowdon Road, T1113: Fagus sylvatica Purpurea – Copper Beech. I 

do not oppose deletion from the schedule of significant trees on the basis 
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that I consider the structure to be poor due to the severe pruning the trees 

has received. 

59 26 Nash Road, T961 Eucalyptus globulus. I support not retaining this tree 

on the basis of the safety concerns detailed in Mr Sard’s assessment and 

taking into consideration that the area beneath the tree is a very high use 

childcare centre. 

60 273 Montreal Street, T 953 Southern Magnolia In light of the evidence 

supplied I support the retention of this tree on the schedule of significant 

trees. 

61 76 Palatine T978: Tilia europaea – Common Lime. The tree still meets 

CTEM and the MA  50/70/70 therefore I support the retention of this tree 

on the schedule having reviewed Mr Sard’s assessment notes . 

62 T975: Ulmus glabra Camperdownii – Camperdown Elm, 92 Opawa Road; 

– I support the retention of this tree on the schedule. 

63 St George's Hospital - 137 Leinster Road: T863, T864 and T866; also T 

865" I accept Mr Sard’s assessment of T865 and recommendation that 

this tree is not included in the proposed Schedule of Significant Trees. I 

support that the remaining trees T863, T864 and T866 are included. 

64 30 Holmwood Road Ulmus glabra Camperdownii ID 3725 I support the 

retention of this tree on the schedule. 

65 1 Lincoln Road, T887 – I am not able to identify this tree Mr Moohan 

refers to (9.71). 

66 35 Macmillan Avenue, T904, Arizona Ash (Fraxinus velutina – TS 1869); 

T905, Pin Oak (TS 1870); T 906 English Oak (TS1906) 

67 28 Seamount Terrace T1108 Mr Moohan recommends that this tree is 

included in the proposed Schedule of Significant and the evidence of Mr 

Cadwallader and Ms Lucas at closing also supports this. Health has been 

increased so the CTEM score is 50/70/50 however Appendix D shows the 

tree to be removed for not meeting new threshold. This is incorrect. 
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ARBORICULTURAL ASSESSMENTS 

Evidence of Mr Edward John Sard  

68 Mr Sard states Lists at 2.2 (g) that he was asked to record changes to 

‘estimated service life (years)’ where applicable. It was agreed at 

mediation with Rob Graham that service life is a subjective and unreliable 

criterion. 

69 I note that the scope of Mr Sard’s reassessments did not include that he 

offer a recommendation for any of the trees he has inspected. However I 

do note that on his Appendix A table that he notes any 

‘Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solution Available’ 

recommendation with a Y or N, which I will assume is a Yes or No. 

70 T1085 – 1/26A Riverview Street & T1117 (3.1.3.4) - 69 Stanleys Road 

(3.5-3.7). I support he has indicated Yes there is an 

Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solution Available 

71 T1131 - 14 Thorrington Road (3.8 – 3.12). Mr Sard states “I noted under 

nuisance recording that the tree is currently damaging property, as I 

observed surface cracks within the driveway and cracks to the concrete 

kerbing, possibly the result of root activity due to the close proximity of the 

subject tree.” I support he has indicated Yes there is an 

Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solution Available 

72 T1152 - 32 Wai-iti Terrace (3.13 – 3.16) & T458 - 56 Bristol Street (3.17–

3.19) I support he has indicated Yes there is an Arboricultural/Property 

Maintenance/ Medical Solution Available at both of these sites. 

73 T478 – Pin Oak, 11 Campbell (3.20 – 3.23). I accept the observation that 

the oak has a lesser level of health.  

74 T585 – Poplar, 7 Daresbury (3.24 – 3.27). Mr Sard notes that there are 

limited pruning options for shade due to stature of tree and also has 

indicated Yes there is an Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical 

Solution Available. With the tree on the south side of the house is the 

shade nuisance to other properties? I disagree that there are limited 

pruning options. Lombardy poplar can be successfully reduced in size.  
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75 T 774, Rimu, 75 Hoon Hay Road (3.29 – 3.32). I support he has indicated 

Yes that there is an Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solution 

Available. 

76 T974 - 88 Opawa Road, walnut (3.33 – 3.36). I accept Mr Sard’s 

assessment that the tree has deteriorated in health to poor.  

77 TG18 - 108 Shortland Street (3.37 - 3.40). Nuisance issues are noted and 

Mr Sard has indicated that there are Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ 

Medical Solutions Available and I have confidence in his assessment. 

78 T1087 Liquidambar, 17 Rossall Street (3.41 – 3.43). This tree has many 

defects noted and has a number of failures since it was last  inspected but 

the ‘Structure’ has not been adjusted to reflect this. Liquidambar are well 

known to have structurally weak limbs. I would need to see this tree to see 

if I agree with Mr Sard, but I have no reason to doubt the tree can be 

managed.  

79 T1103 - 1/140 Rugby Street English oak (3.44 – 3.46). The tree is noted to 

have deteriorated but not significantly to a level that would reduce its 

rating. I would accept that it would be difficult to make this assessment in 

winter. There are no serious defects but nuisance factors are noted. Mr 

Sard has indicated that there are Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ 

Medical Solutions Available and I am happy to support this assessment.  

80 T568 - 88C Clyde Road (3.47 – 3.50). Assessment scores remain the 

same and nuisance factors are noted. I agree that predator bird decoys 

are effective in dealing with roosting birds. Mr Sard has indicated that 

there are Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solutions 

Available and I am happy to support this assessment. 

81 T1113 - 29A Snowdon Road (3.51-3.54). This tree has been severely 

pruned since its last assessment (EiC Appendix A image 9). With more 

than half its canopy having been removed it is difficult to accept that the 

‘Shape’ score remains the same. I disagree that ‘Structure’ has been 

unaffected as the remaining canopy will now be quite exposed to 

increased wind forces. I would suggest ‘Poor’ for Structure more 

appropriate under the circumstances. 
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82 T865 - 137 Leinster Road Camperdown elm (3.55-3.57). I have no reason 

to doubt Mr Sard’s assessment that tree health has further deteriorated. 

The removal of an adjacent large tree and extension to the carpark in 

2014 has most likely affected the tree. 

83 T742 and T743 English elms - 16 Heaton Street. The scores remain the 

same on one tree and Structure is reduced on another.  It is noted that 

group suppression is defining the poor shape. Mr Sard has indicated that 

there are no Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solutions but 

does not elaborate. Clearly there are pruning remedies to mitigate the 

deadwood and branch end-weight issues. Without elaboration of why no 

solutions are available I cannot support this recommendation.  

84 T961 - 26 Nash Road Tasmanian blue gum (3.63 – 3.65). Safety concerns 

are noted and mitigation pruning has been carried out. There is no clear 

recommendation however Mr Sard has indicated that there are 

Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solutions Available. Despite 

this, having taken consideration of the high use childcare area 

immediately below the tree I support the removal of the tree.  

85 T622 – T629 Plane trees x 8 - 27 Glandovey Road (3.70 – 3.74). This 

avenue of trees has been assessed as individual trees despite direction in 

the s.32 that would suggest they should be assessed as a group. I do not 

agree with the scores for shape on this basis since being in an avenue or 

group. No mention is made of their landscape significance and heritage 

association however it does not appear in the brief to indicate exceptional 

values. Mr Sard has indicated that there are Arboricultural/Property 

Maintenance/ Medical Solutions Available for the nuisance issues, 

however I disagree that there are limited pruning options. 

86 T1172 Atlas Cedar 34 Woodham Road (3.94 – 3.95) Damage to the 

driveway was noted but no weight has been given to the seriousness of 

this by Mr Sard other than noting Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ 

Medical Solutions are Available. I agree that reduction pruning should be 

carried out to address canopy issues, however in light of Ms Warner’s 

notes that the tree has lost numerous large limbs over the past 10 years, 

leaving the canopy quite open with likely further limb failures I support her 

recommendation to remove the tree. 
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87 387 Manchester Street, T936 & T937 x 2 Copper Beech (3.96 – 3.99). 

There is no mention that this is McLean’s Mansion – exceptional heritage 

is noted for one tree in the initial assessment but not for both trees.  

88  T503 - 133 Centaurus Road: T503 English Elm (3.103 – 3.106) I support 

the retention of this tree having reviewed the inspection notes of Mr Sard 

89 T1123 - 110 Sullivan Avenue Rhododendron (3.113 – 3.115). Is Mr Sard 

recommending that the rhododendron should be removed because of the 

damage it is causing? – OK – have to marry this up with your earlier 

discussion of this tree.  

90 T965 Karaka 62 Nayland Road. There is no clear acknowledgment of the 

seriousness of the shading and nuisance from Mr Sard but I support Mr 

Moohan’s analysis of the solar study in his evidence.  

91 T908 - 340 Main North Road (3.120 – 3.122). The variation in scores 

between this assessment and the initial assessment could simply be due 

to opinion between assessors. No mention is made of the trees local 

exceptional status as landmark or its heritage association. I accept that Mr 

Sard has indicated there are Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical 

Solutions Available to manage the tree 

92 T1017 - 429 Papanui Road (3.123 – 3.124) I accept that Mr Sard has 

indicated there are Arboricultural/Property Maintenance/ Medical Solutions 

Available to manage this tree. 

93 T1088 – 35 Rossall Street - English Oak (3.125 – 3.128). No change is 

noted to scoring. Shade nuisance is noted and Mr Sard records that 

‘Limited pruning options for shading’ but I disagree and suggest crown 

reduction pruning could be carried to reduce the size and manage the 

canopy. 

The inspection report of Mr Jan Raoni Hammer.   

94 I have reviewed the arborist report for trees at 104 Glandovey Road and 

accept the findings of Mr Hammer. He concludes that T631: Sequoia 

sempervirens – Coastal Redwood (Tree Specimen 3727) has is of "below 

average health" (paragraph 3.4, page 5). I also accept that he considers 

the shape of T632: Ulmus glabra Camperdownii – Camperdown Elm (Tree 

Specimen 3728) is "very poor" (paragraph 3.3(b). 
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The inspection report of Ms Liz Warner 

95 A number of trees have been assessed by Ms Liz Warner of Warner tree 

Care. I have discussed the trees with Ms Warner, reviewed her inspection 

notes and accept her judgement and recommendation for these trees. 

These include T1172: Cedrus atlantica – Atlas Cedar (TS 4594): 34 

Woodham Rd; 80A Lake Terrace Road T858: Quercus palustris – Pin Oak 

(TS 6050); 85 Armagh Street T415: Alnus glutinosa – Alder (TS 3259) and 

1 Major Aitken Drive T930: Cedrus deodara – Deodar Cedar (TS 1871). 

Ms Warner’s report is contained in Me Lowes rebuttal evidence 

The inspection report of Mr Mark A Hooper  

96 I have reviewed the arborist report for the Quercus palustris pin oak ID 

605 at 80a Lake Terrace Rd and agree that the oak is causing serious 

damage to the driveway and garage floor and agree with his 

recommendation that the only mitigation is for the physical removal of the 

tree.  

CONCLUSION 

97 I consider that the evidence of Mr Moohan supports an untenable change 

to the mediated agreement’s significance criteria, which is contrary to 

sound arboricultural practice, for the reasons I have stated.  Raising the 

thresholds as he suggests is not an appropriate means of determining 

which of the trees that responding owners do not wish to have scheduled 

can be removed.   

98 Rather, my rebuttal of his and other Council evidence above confirms that 

it is appropriate to use the mediated agreement thresholds to determine 

significance.  Trees which are established not to be significant, or which 

can be shown to interfere with owners’ use and amenity to a level that is 

inappropriate against the relevant policies, can then be excluded from the 

schedule on this basis. 

99 I have addressed a number of trees which I consider are suitable for 

exclusion from the schedule on this basis. For the other trees Mr Moohan 

would see removed, as a result of his adjustment of the thresholds, I 

consider it is not appropriate to have them removed.  Rather, lessening 

the burden on their owners as I have discussed above, is more 

appropriate.   
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5 August 2016 

 

 

Bradley Graham Cadwallader 
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